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IS ISIS A CRISIS?
PREAMBLE
Life is all about accumulation of energy strands to drive a living being to thought, action and evolution to
a better form for which the revolution, intensive core of unified thoughts conglomerate to form a cluster strong
enough to merge, bombard and evolve into different versions that stands stable for long and give out new
genera. This particular thought is essential to understand ISIS group is not politically driven, but genetically
driven and has versions in every family in every region for the quotient shared to them, staked to them. They are
voice based, phoneticians and are classified as Semitic. This core version has its form in different facets as
embedded, cut throne, patched and their descendant has a hard core not to blossom giving out energy but
blister to shatter the energy. They cannot be constructive by nature, they are the substance to hold all negative
emotions, aggressions and curse that are to a family, or religion. This mass of civic as form is identified in the
Arabian region, prone to desert, hot climatic condition where they could see nothing but sand. They were not to
ecology of humane, but ecology of vulnerable. Group of people convoluted bear the energy, but they are not the
generators that they can be made constructive by dilating this to useful jobs thus we find Arabic culture exists
everywhere. Initially arabic culture is not acceptable to all for their vehement, forced behavior thus they took up
warfare which is different from the war put forth elsewhere.
On comparative stance towards Jewish and Hebrews as competency, these people wanted a common code for
which Islam originated and Quran formed as their code. With the soft attitude putforth, their wealth were to
poor irrespective of religion to remain strong and worldwide. They became wealthy for the mineral bound they
have, oil wealth too. Gold and metals are their possession that they made weapons, tools and ornaments to
balance men and women power. They came down in search of food and natural organic nutrients, where they
got accustomed to meat, nuts and brewed liquors. Trade exchange made them to pulses, cereals and grains that
the traits become food specific, in general ecology specific. Their trait in finished or polished form is what rajasvik
is. They were sithik in raw form.
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The late modern and contemporary trends make them all to humanity as dominant trait to make group of a class
fit for specific jobs. In every religion you can find siddik, sathvik, rajasvik, and thamasa temperament by now for
the core is humanity, right to live of every one, the fraternity, integrity that has to exist among them. It is simply
pervasive clouds that conglomerate as ecology thus thoughts are important in making one a perfect human,
goals defined to take the global riches, not minding others anyways. I have not detailed anything as ISIS till now,
because it is islamic state of Iraq and Syria, can extend more as Islamic world of global nations anyways but
certainly not as militants. They will readily accept it is the world of humanity all around, It is the world of concern
on anything and everything that extends the longevity.
INTRODUCTION
Islam is a religion formed for popularity and social stance of a group of people Arabic in core, by etymology, is
surrender, submit to the will of God. They believe what they do are all to their knowledge right as the will of God,
that they did not find correlation with the rest of the people in the group. Only physical existence made them to
be together as groups. They were not associated to the rest of the group that they formed a common code,
called Quran. Thus like every other religion, Islam too is formed for social acceptance. Islamic state of Iraq and
Syria is a revolutionary move established to instill the self of the said countries, which expanded to every other
Islamic group in global nations. For the natural wealth and likely interest to get expanded, war front is put forth
by dominant countries which have no base at all. The countries targeted were loosened with internal conflicts, to
their self government, intruded and conquered. There is no base or concern for the natives that they are forced
to seek right by aggression thus ISIS is identified by the strong nations, self centric as terrific.
This core code goes to all affected groups in every other nation as terrorism, the strength is not gained by them,
but imposed onto them categorizing them as terrific, which they say as military to safe guard natives against
conquerors. The reason they put forth is they fight against people who use their ignorance for institutionalism,
master slavery in its modern form that they go aggressive with weapons and tools. US did not give up its hold in
Iran, Iraq and most of the Muslim countries until the twin tower attack, that they justify they surrender their way
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to the will of God to safeguard their self. Their attitude to demolish traditional monuments of heritage is to show
what they feel as reversal of emotional corruption, when the inheritance of richness is spoiled to launch on self
of a strong against able. Monuments and memoirs of traditional heritage are built as a symbol of wealth and
richness of knowledge which need to be studied not to be taken as unbeatable thus demolished. They are not
unique but special. Every monument has its replica elsewhere in the world. They are not symbol of pride but
talent, skill.
ISIS AND ITS GOAL
Why ISIS is extending and giving way to all other forms of Muslim league across the world? The internal
revolution in Syria and Iraq had given success that the energy mooted is invited by Muslims across the world that
they move on with the goal as they would drive away ignorance establishing the truth and conscience as peace.
They all work towards the same goal as reaching God, which we generally take as voyage, exploration of the
unknown. They took to friction because the energy transfer directly corrupts the able and transfer the upgraded
knowledge as prints, make over, cover up.
It goes to embedding the knowledge without holistic assimilation that gave way for destructive techniques to
evolve. If they had not been conquered, they would have got into transparent agreement to go in core with
global development, contributing their natural wealth. The difference is in the ideology of conservation and
preservation against natural evolution but by selection. When you take out more and more without knowing the
rate of regeneration, the core would go, demolishing the wealth altogether. This fear and want is there, for the
conquerors bother for taking wealth, not sustaining it, because it is not their land. That core of caution makes
them go aggressive and branded as terrific. They have no other mean to protect their wealth is true too.

The goal of al-Qaida is centralization of decision and decentralization of execution which is what the global
nations say as sovereignty. Their core is good, faith in establishing truth is good. But for them being identified as
to be avoided for proactive measures of non Islamic group, they go wild. Any new prophecy experiences this
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opposition, thus the leaders are killed eventually. The idea put forth gets transformed only as theirs for
assimilation by commons, which could be the tragedy of commons too.
Communism and socialism getting into normality as practicality only for the emergence of leaders by self,
prophesying their own interpretation, not certainly perception by assimilation. Being imposed by peer pressure,
they mostly get diverted from the core and fail. This is there with every religion that the global nations by their
constitution says your believes are your own and individual specific. This is no way different from centralized
decision and decentralized execution. Paths may be different but the destination is same that we make it as right
to live. The pace of self in the race is unique that we race against nature, not against co-creations that matters
much. When intervention occurs, the first code is to readily accept their self, and say the difference as
consequences in the common forum. The agenda of a legend is not in making one fool, ignorant, but viewing
them as open to change being brilliant .
When UN as a forum of global nations, do not come forward to protect the richness of a nation for their natives,
they cannot make these groups live. Why do we say them as non Islamic too is for the reason that they don’t
preach, they consider the strong as intransigent, for institutionalism cannot be melted as it is not frozen, but
hard that need to be smashed. Killing self in war, conflict too is a crime, armed forces of global nations including
UN army need to think on it. If US follows its constitution, it has no way to use armed forces to conquer wealthy
nations for them being ignorant of techniques to make use of natural reserves. US by its nature, is ignorant of its
own natural reserves. Thus warfare across the world are for the ideologies of the leaders, not the common
agenda agreed upon to be executed as social forum. In this way, ISIS leadership need to be considered as truth,
terrorism all across the world for truth because, unlike the leaders who assume position in government to
execute constitution putting forth their own as administering public affairs, these leaders put forth the goals and
strategies in their own name to take on the risk. It is for the failure of the governance, across the globe, terrific
groups emerge. They are called upon all natives across the world that they declare them to be universal, Islamic
world across the nations. This is actually the energy quotient demanded to be so as temperament.
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The layers of civic development, as every other religion do have aggression and soft skills in different
permutation, combination and hues. As long as the governments follow the instructions of leaders simply,
without getting into constitution, wars as internal conflicts, revolution cannot be avoided. When they say Islamic
state of Iraq and Syria and make it to Syria and Levant, and to Islamic world across the nation, it is the demanded
energy to break the intransigent as foot prints.
Human civilization advances by foot prints in which they descent from ancestry, ascend to futuristic with foresee
that option must be to evolution, not revelation. In that scenario of following the footprints of ancestry we need
to follow their directives for which we remain folly, cannot perceive
anything good out of exploration too. What a civic age establishes is their
own and their whole. In Arabian culture it is always three forth, the
emotional corruption makes them go aggressive. Their exploration never
ends up with complete innovation for which they make prints and move on.
Having taken this as core of a group of people not particular to old Islamic,
Semitic people, because they replicate, they don’t innovate.
Currency system is for them. No other culture had currency, they had exchange of metal platelets for values of
goods. They are the core for technical education, professionalized the talents, earlier to them all of them are arts
and science, specific to each class. Every part of the world has impressions of Arabian culture too that the
constitution of every nation supports individual faith as individual specific expecting fraternity, integrity,
secularism, sovereignty, and equality. They including every other minority are not few, but intense in traits that
they got to be treated equal. Sidelining them intensifies the traits more where we see aggression mounting to
insane and terrific.
Inheritance of energy by living beings as culture happens through grasping by senses, whereas the short
tempered, makes it through head and skin pores as tactics, control and emotions. This is a sort of artificial
intelligence core, where the channelized spirit enters and moots actions to which they are not responsible
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mindfully. They are quick decision makers knowing no consequences but work for right and wrong in the first
instance perception with preformatted conclusions. We say it is thinking through brain, not mind. It is actually
amygdala, storing the reserved instructions and executing them with no thinking at all as ready reckoners. Such
thoughts which do not find action for conviction, conglomerate as spirit laden clouds and move around, creating
climate thus ecology.
These
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clouds
reacted,

of

thoughts

forms

when

emotional

instructions which when enters pathetic people go
uncontrollable till the channelized energy ceases
for actions. Responsible people then make them
right for survival, sustenance that we get different
goals of these moves in different time line. These
pervasive clouds will also make good if common
agenda is though for and put forth. Leaders are not
the targets, but their thoughts. There are no enemies, but enmity. A good heart will always have mercy even on
the criminal treating them as victims of ignorance. This is the core to ISIS who must be given way to give out
what they have progressively as good thoughts accumulate to dissolve their aggression by inclusion.

Sidelining Muslims as minority, adds more of energy
that the cloud formed responses to the clouds of
equal frequency that they expand and invade more
countries to unite Muslims, as Islamic world of
global nations. When constitution is treated as the
contemporary religion, government assures right to
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live for everyone that they readily get the recognition by the government. This paves way for no more religion
that they cease to exist. There will be Muslims all around the world treated as human belonging to mankind, not
minority belonging to Islamic. This is the reason we got to respect the individuality as self esteem and dignity and
hear what they say for common agenda. Direct meetings are thus avoided in every stage of civic development.
Suggesting e governance is for Internet era, the core code is since stone age.
When the intensified clouds vent down, it brings with it the
fragrance and emotions set as feel in people, change their perception
hueing vision, to different spectrum of light and colours for which we
have a range of arts and culture depicting emotions, Climate is directly
related to enzymatic reactions. Infrastructure too tunes to it, to form
the favorable ecology for which we see in urban planning, the Arabian
culture found in Harappa and Mohanjadaro in Indian cities, elsewhere
too. Roads will be hard paved, cemented, with drains alongside as
closed leading to water bodies. They make it so, for they could bring all
clouds in ocean and make them to rain in the landmass to create water bodies. They don’t know the process of
agriculture which is where the exchange of knowledge through voyage happened. This is the reason we found
treasure under agricultural fields, in temples and all.
Bounty is to Arabian traditions. All nations indigenous do have bounty
during certain periods that growth of ISIS must be progressively perceived.
Buds blossoming into flowers is for nuclear reaction in the passive way.
Energy burst out due to bombardment is also nuclear reaction in the
active way. This is the era of passivity to create the space for every
knowledge shared progressively. By this we not only expand our planet,
but add to expansion of galaxy as well.
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Indigenous is endogenous, finding the reason and growth by
self assuming there is none to help which we say as siddhik.
This is no longer poverty, terrorism, for the globalization,
offering bounty of knowledge to the limit of one’s exploration
that prosperity is sure as assured for all, as right to live. There
cannot be wars. If you say it is ISIS that moots war all around,
their core is to establish peace that make them prelude to what
they expect. If you say it is strong nations that use ISIS or
similar group for war fare, execute agreement to help,
exchange technology, protect core and expand for wealth. This
is what is fraternity, integrity, sovereignty, secular and equality expected out of constitution of every nation.
Constitution of a nation is thus contemporary religion, indigenous in the timeline, remaining eternal. When it is
found that there can no longer be wars transition between nations becomes natural that we see difference in
social paradigms. Kashmir and Pakistan will get attached to India for sure with all other small nations around to
form union of India. No nation is strong, but able. It transcends to help all securing self is development.
CONCLUSION
A group of people shear against another group of people to find their resources adequate and limited in the
verge of which there had been reservations as strong opposition to each other. It goes to the core of the two
individuals forming a family that dissolves the very core of life too. Keeping this thought on the lighter side, when
the thoughts go in parallel they don’t find the point of convergence, common code, for which rivalry is not the
solution, but right to live, give and get. With globalization, borders get stranded as transition zone, strengthen it
by the traits of both sides which is secularism unlike the same being construed as unbiased. It is not neutral as
dead, saying no to both, but yes to both giving global opportunities to grow together. How could they be
included in the conviction? By accepting their claims first, then expanding the prospects to be truly served by
them, serving them too. When it is done, there is no need for NSG too. They are not frightening elements, if the
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strong nations truly cooperate under UN on one mission of peace everywhere. No other agreement, charter,
resolution specific on tasks anyways is needed for sure. It is simply energy that set waves of peace and amity,
defining limits not to protect, built to progress. More of good thought, make it less far. When it is conditional to
execute good, there is no reason in branding, identifying bad. Take all as good by default. Do not curse the
native, do not shear along the neighbor, simply rise higher and higher being light for efficacy. No move can exist
as non-governmental, all of them are approved, recognized by government. No government procedure including
the home department can say no to any activity absolutely, both native and foreign, they can only regulate them
such as not to cause nuisance.
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